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Unit 6 
What they said  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Candidate      News    Reporter  Pumpkin      Blood pressure       Storm     Pomegranate 
 

New Vocabulary: 
 

 

Word Meaning 

Candidate  one that aspires or is nominated for an office, membership, or award 

News   A report of recent events 

Differences   The quality or state of being dissimilar  

Reported  To give an account of 

Raise  Grow  

Taxes  A charge of money imposed by authority on persons or property for public 

purposes 

 Reporter  A person employed by a newspaper, magazine, or television company to report news 

 Knock down  Strike down  

Power  Electricity  

Powerful  Strong  

Storm  A disturbance of atmosphere marked by wind, rain, sleet, or thunder and lightning. 

Recent  Lately 

Pomegranate  A kind of fruit 

Pumpkin  A kind of fruit 

Blood pressure  Pressure that is exerted by the blood upon the walls of the blood 

vessels and especially arteries  

 Improve  Advance and progress 

Exist   Occur and is alive   

 Interviewer  A person who conducts an interview : one (such as a journalist or prospective employer) 

who obtains information from another by asking a series of questions. 

Universe  World 

Contact  Connection  

Proof  The cogency of evidence that compels acceptance by the mind of a truth or a fact 

Bother  To annoy  
  Scan  To examine systematically   

1.  Listen & Discuss   pp. 82 & 83 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/report
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/interview#h1
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Presenter A person who brings something before the public  
Reply  To respond in words or writings  
 Intelligent life  Beings that can learn and understand things 
Professor  A faculty member of the highest academic rank at an institution of higher education 

 

Exercise 1 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1- Many astronauts look for signs of  …………………on other planets.  

a) action life            b) real life         c) intelligent life    d) heroes   

2-  A radar ……….the horizons.  

a) scans    b) transmits            c) Pollutes    d) cleans    

3- Dan was …………by the itchy tag on his shirt. 

a) proved   b) bothered c) cycled    d) cared   

4- The sky looked dark and it looked like a ………was coming. 

a) ice            b) snow           c) storm      d) hail   

5- …………….events have brought attention to the problem. 

a) Severe           b) Recent    c) Often  d) Several   

6- The decision was made to ……….. taxes. 

a) raise   b) arise                   c) rise     d) read   

7- Young parents should learn how to……………………a child. 

a) state           b) hate           c) race         d) raise   

8- The advertising campaign has …………… sales. 

a) sustained          b) surprised  c) proved  d) improved   

9- She believes that ghosts really ……………….  

a) exist           b) excite  c) expand    d) extend   

10- He is the best ……………for the job. 

a) candidate b) candy  c) clean  d) clear   
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Exercise 2 
 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
            

reply / proof / contact / candidate / interviewer / universe / powerful 

 

1. How many stars are there in the……………..?  

2. Cooling begins when the lava makes …….…..with the air. 

3. The country is becoming more and more…………….after the reforms. 

4. The meeting with the ………had lasted 10 minutes. 

5. The document was ……………......that her story was true. 

Exercise 3 
 

A) Match each word with its definition: 
 

 A   B 

1- Candidate  a- Strike down 

2- Knock down  b- the quality or state of being dissimilar  

3- News   c- To annoy 

4- Difference   d- one that aspires to or is nominated or qualified for an office, 

membership, or award 

5- Power   e- A report of recent events 

6   f Electricity 

1- (    )      2- (    )    3- (     )    4- (     )      5- (    )  
  

 

Exercise 4 
 

Replace the underlined word with the correct one: 

 
1. I was surprised by the questions asked by the power.   .……………. 

2. I tried to phone him but there was no apply.                   …………..…                             

3. The police found a prove in the scene of the crime  …….………. 

4. There is a great different between the two products.    ….…………. 

5. There was a tower cut last night.                              .…………….  

6. My father always watches the dews.                          .……………. 

7. I hope to be a scooter at the university.       ……………. 

8. My child means more to me than any thing in the box.    ……………. 
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Unit 6 
What They Said  

 
 

 
 

Exercise  
 

Ask and answer about the big changes mentioned in the text p. 6: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2.  Pair Work    p. 83 

 Raise taxes! Oh my (b)…………What do you think about him? 

   I said so as I read an article about him. 

 Great! 

 What did the new candidate say in his speech? 

   a)……………………………………………. 

 

 Why  (d)………………………………………? 

   c)…………….he will improve many things in the country. 

 e)……….…………………………………… ? 

   I read that he wants to build new roads and create job opportunities for young people.  

 Answers: 

a- He said that he would raise taxes. 

b- God 

c- I think 

d- do you think so? 

e- What did you read? 
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Unit 6 
What They Said  

 
 
 

 

 

Reported Speech 

Statements 
To change the direct statements into indirect , we should 

apply the following rules .. 

 

1. If we have the name or the pronoun of the addressed 

person .. 

 
the speaker + told + the addressed + that + the speaker’s words . 

 

Ex: 

Father said to mother , “I will come late tomorrow .” 

Father told mother that he would come late the following day . 

Notice.. 

“ that ” .. can be written and can be omitted . 

 Father told mother that he would come late the following day . 

 Father told mother he would come late the following day . 

 

 

 

3.  Grammar    pp. 84 & 85 
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2. If we don’t have the name or the pronoun of the 

addressed person .. 

 

the speaker + said that + the speaker’s words . 

 

 

Ex: 

Father said , “ I will come late tomorrow .” 

Father said that he would come late the following day . 

Notice.. 

“ that ” .. can be written and can be omitted . 

 Father said that he would come late the following day . 

 Father said he would come late the following day . 

 

Some important changes concerning the pronouns .. 

 

I     he / she 

We     they 

my     his / her 

our     their 

me     him / her 

 

  

Some important changes concerning the verbs .. 

 

am      was 

is       was 

are       were 
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have / has     had 

was / were     was / were or had been 

don’t / doesn’t    didn’t 

didn’t      hadn’t + p.p 

will       would 

shall     would 

can      could 

must     had to 

 

Exercise 
1. “ I will travel , ” said Samy.  

         ……………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………. 

2. Mr Ragmy said to Ali , “ We can swim in the sea . ” 

……………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………. 

3. “ My mother is cooking , ” said Rania to Ali .  

……………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………. 

 

Changes concerning the the present simple & the past simple  

 present simple     past simple 

 past simple      past simple or past perfect 
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Changes concerning the the adverbs of time & place .. 

 

Adverbs of time 

The next day / the following day tomorrow 

The following ( 

week/month/year..) 
next ( week , month , year .. ) 

The day before yesterday 

the ( week , month , year .. ) 

before 
last ( week , month , year .. ) 

That day today 

Then now 

Before ago 

Adverbs of place 

There here 

over there there 

Others 

That this 

Those these 

Turn into indirect : 
1. “I will travel,” said Samy.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

2.  “I will travel tomorrow ,” said Soha .  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

3. Mr Osama said to Ali, “ we can swim next week .”  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

4.  “My mother doesn’t work,” Fatma said to Ali.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

5.  “I play football well,” said Hani to Ola.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

6. The girl said,” I am good at cooking.”  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

7. They said to us,” We are cutting wood now .”  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 
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Ex. Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d :  
1) Omar ............................. that the film was boring. 

a) asked  b) told  c) said   d) tells 

2) Fadia asked if I ...................... some more money with me. 

a) had  b) have  c) having   d) has 

3)I ........................... Ali why he didn't bring his workbook. 

a) told     b) asked         c)said    d) say 

4) Nadia said that she ....................... travel to Jeddah. 

  a) would   b) will          c) can    d) may 

5) Hany asked the doctor if he .............. leave the hospital the following day. 

  a) could   b) will          c) can    d) may 

6) Ahmed …………………. that he would look for a new job. 

a) told     b) asked         c)said    d) say 

7) Abudullah said that the exam ………………. difficult. 

a) will be    b) has been         c) is    d) was 

2. Reported commands and requests 
  نتبع اآلتي : indirectإلى   instructionsلتحويل الـ

the speaker + told + the addressed + to + inf.+ the speaker’s words . 

 

the speaker + told + the addressed + not to + inf.+ the speaker’s words . 

Turn into indirect : 

1- Mr Faha said, “Clean the board, Sarah.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

2- Ali said to Ahmed, “Run fast.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

3- “Sweep the floor, Mona,” said mother. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

4- “Study the lessons,” said father to Mai. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

5- “Drive slowly, please,” Ali said to Samy. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

6- Usama said, “Don’t clean the board, Sarah.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 
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7- Omar said to Hadi,“Don’t play.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

8- “Don’t shoot, Yasser, ” said the officer.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

9- “Don’t park, ” said Mr Ali to the driver. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

10- “Don’t speak English,” Samy said to Rami. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………. 

Ex.  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

1) The policeman asked me .......... park there because it was not allowed . 
a) if     b) for   c) not to  d) to 
2) I asked Salma .......... open the door for me. 
a) too    b) to   c) if    d) that 
3) Amr told the mechanic .......... change the oil .It was very old. 
a) to     b) not to  c) to not  d) do not 
4) He told me .......... tidy my bedroom. 
a) to    b) if   c) not   d) whether 
5) My father asked me .......... drive so fast again . 
a) not to   b) to                     c) for              d) if 
6) Rasha asked Nora .......... send an e-mail to Maha. 
a) for    b) how                  c) to               d) when 
7) Noha asked me .......... clean the floor. 
a) to    b) when               c) if                d) what 

 

Questions 
To change the direct questions into indirect , we should apply the  following rules  

1. If we have a wh-word .. 

  
the speaker + asked + the addressed + wh-word + subject + verb in the past  + the rest . 

  

Ex: 

Father asked mother , “What will you cook tomorrow .” 

Father asked mother what she would cook the following day . 
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Notice.. 

We put a fullstop at the end and not a question mark . 

2. If we don’t have a wh-word .. 

 
the speaker + asked + the addressed + if/whether + subject + verb in the past  + the rest  

 

Ex: 

Father asked mother , “ Will you cook tomorrow .” 

Father asked mother if she would cook the following day . 

Notice.. 

We can write either if or whether . Both of them have the same meaning .. 

 

Some important changes concerning the pronouns .. 

 

I     he / she 

We     they 

my     his / her 

our     their 

me     him / her 

  

Some important changes concerning the verbs .. 

 

am      was 

is       was 

are       were 

have / has     had 

was / were     was / were or had been 

don’t / doesn’t    didn’t 

didn’t      hadn’t + p.p 
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will       would 

shall     would 

can      could 

must     had to 

Exercise 
Turn into indirect: 

1- Huda asked , “ What will they eat ?”  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- “ What can he play ? ”  Huda asked . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Huda asked Fatma ,”What is she eating?” 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Huda asked Mona , ” will they eat? ” 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Notice 1.. 
What do you do when you find the helping verbs  “ do , does and did ” ? 

- When we find do and does , we omit them then we change the verb into the past simple .. 

- When we find did , we omit it then we change the verb into the past perfect or the past simple .. 

Exercise 
Turn into indirect: 

1- “ What do they play, Samy?” Fahad asked . 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- “ What does she cook, Lamia?” asked Khaled . 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- “ Where did the boys play ?” Abdullah asked Faisal  . 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- “ Do the girls clean the floor ?” Abdulrahman asked . 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- Reem asked ,“ did Soha and Ola travel ? ” 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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 Notice 2.. 
What do you do when you find  “ you and your ” ? 

1. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “me” 

      we change ……..       you to I       &      your to my 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked me , “ When will you come ?” 

Ramy asked me when I would come . 

 

Ramy asked me , “ When will your father come ?” 

Ramy asked me when my father would come . 

 

2. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “us” 

      we change ……..       you to we       &      your to our 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked us , “ When will you come ?” 

Ramy asked us when we would come . 

 

Ramy asked us , “ When will your father come ?” 

Ramy asked us when our father would come . 

 

 
3. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “him” or the noun of a male 

      we change ……..       you to he       &      your to his 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked him , “ When will you come ?” 

Ramy asked him when he would come . 

Ramy asked Hatem , “ When will you come ?” 
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Ramy asked Hatem when he would come . 

 

Ramy asked him , “ When will your father come ?” 

Ramy asked him when his father would come . 

Ramy asked Hatem , “ When will your father come ?” 

Ramy asked Hatem when his father would come . 

 

 
4. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “her” or the noun of a female 

      we change ……..       you to she       &      your to her 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked her , “ When will you come ?” 

Ramy asked me when she would come . 

Ramy asked his sister , “ When will you come ?” 

Ramy asked his sister when she would come . 

 

Ramy asked her , “ When will your teacher come ?” 

Ramy asked her when her father would come . 

Ramy asked his sister , “ When will your teacher come ?” 

Ramy asked his sister when his teacher would come . 

 

 
5. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “them” or a plural noun 

      we change ……..       you to they       &      your to their 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked them , “ When will you come ?” 

Ramy asked me when they would come . 

Ramy asked his friends , “ When will you come ?” 

Ramy asked his friends when they would come . 

 

Ramy asked them , “ When will your teacher come ?” 
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Ramy asked them when their father would come . 

Ramy asked his friends , “ When will your teacher come ?” 

Ramy asked his friends when their teacher would come . 

 

Notice 3.. 

What do you do when you find  “ are you” ? 

They changed to .. 

I was / he was / she was / we were / they were 

according to what is after the verb asked as we do with “ you & your ” 

 

1. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “me” 

      we change ……..       are you to I was 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked me , “ What are you doing ?” 

Ramy asked me what I am doing  . 

 

 

2. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “us” 

      we change ……..       are you to we were 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked us , “ What are you doing ?” 

Ramy asked me when we were doing. 
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3. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “him” or the noun of a male 

      we change ……..       are you to he was  

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked him , “ What are you doing ?” 

Ramy asked him what he was doing . 

Ramy asked Hatem , “What are you doing?” 

Ramy asked Hatem what he was doing. 

 

 
4. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “her” or the noun of a female 

      we change ……..       are you to she was 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked her , “ What are you doing ?” 

Ramy asked her what she was doing . 

Ramy asked his sister , “What are you doing ?” 

Ramy asked his sister what she was doing. 

 

 
5. When you find after the verb “asked” the pronoun “them” or a plural noun 

      we change ……..       are you to we were 

 

Ex: 
Ramy asked them , “What are you doing ?” 

Ramy asked me what they were doing . 

Ramy asked his friends , “What are you doing ?” 

Ramy asked his friends what they were doing. 
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Notice 4.. 

There are verbs which equal asked.. 

wondered / wanted to know 

Exercise 
Ex. 1 Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d: 

1) He asked  ………… he would go to the cinema . 

a) if     b) to    c) that   d) not to 

2) Heba asked Riham ............................ she was tired. 

a) if    b) who  c) what  d) to 

3) The teacher asked us why we ....................... making noise. 

a) have    b) are   c) will   d) were 

4) Amir........................ who found the red bag. 

a) told    b) tells  c) asked  d) asking 

5) Soha asked Rania how she .......................... on that machine . 

a) has switched   b) switched  c) will switch d) switches 

6) I asked the boys when they ............................ back again . 

a) coming    b) will come  c) would come d) comes 

7) He  …………… me if he had gone home early . 

a) said to    b) told  c) says  d) asked  

 

 

Ex. 2 Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d: 

1) Father asked me ………… I had done the day before . 

a) what   b) if   c) that  d) whether 

2) Nady asked Ahmed............................ he was talking to . 

a) if   b) who           c) whether         d) to 

3) Ramy asked me how long I ..................... staying at Riyan Hotel. 

a) am   b) have          c) will             d) was 

4) Noha asked Eman why she ........................ too many sweets. 

a) eats   b) is eating     c) will eat       d) was eating 

5) Amira asked if she .......................... help anyone. 

a) will   b) can             c) could          d) may 
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2. Reported commands and requests 
  نتبع اآلتي : indirectإلى   instructionsلتحويل الـ

the speaker + told + the addressed + to + inf.+ the speaker’s words . 

 

the speaker + told + the addressed + not to + inf.+ the speaker’s 

words . 

Turn into indirect : 

1- Mr Faha said, “Clean the board, Sarah.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

2- Ali said to Ahmed, “Run fast.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

3- “Sweep the floor, Mona,” said mother. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

4- “Study the lessons,” said father to Mai. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

5- “Drive slowly, please,” Ali said to Samy. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

6- Usama said, “Don’t clean the board, Sarah.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

7- Omar said to Hadi,“Don’t play.” 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

8- “Don’t shoot, Yasser, ” said the officer.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

9- “Don’t park, ” said Mr Ali to the driver. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 

10- “Don’t speak English,” Samy said to Rami. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

… 
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Ex.  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

1) The policeman asked me .......... park there because it was not allowed . 
a) if     b) for   c) not to  d) to 
2) I asked Salma .......... open the door for me. 
a) too    b) to   c) if    d) that 
3) Amr told the mechanic .......... change the oil .It was very old. 
a) to     b) not to  c) to not  d) do not 
4) He told me .......... tidy my bedroom. 
a) to    b) if   c) not   d) whether 
5) My father asked me .......... drive so fast again . 
a) not to   b) to                     c) for              d) if 
6) Rasha asked Nora .......... send an e-mail to Maha. 
a) for    b) how                  c) to               d) when 
7) Noha asked me .......... clean the floor. 
a) to    b) when               c) if                d) what 

                       Exercise 
Choose the correct answer: 

1. Ken said (that) he ________________ to buy a new car. 

a- wanted             b- wants              c-to want                   d- want 

2. Lars said he ________________ a bear behind the tree. 

 a- is seen             b- had seen        c- have seen             d- has 

3. He agreed ________________ with me. 

a- coming             b-comes             c- come                    d- to come 

4. Dan said he __________________ me later. 

a- will call              b-call                  c- would call            d- would 

5. Tom said they were meeting Tim _______________. 

a- that day            b-today               c- day                       d- midday 
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General Exercise 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1- The reporter asked ________.  

a. how long is it he prepare for race.  b. he prepare how long for the race. 

c. how long did he prepare for the race.       d. how long he had been preparing for the race. 

2-The runner replied that _______________.  

a. I have been running for about five years. b. I was running for about five years. 

c. he had been running for about five years. d. he is running for about five years. 

3- Next, the reporter asked him ____________.  

a. why he likes to run.    b. why does he like to run. 

c. why do you like to run.     d. why he liked to run. 

4- The runner said ____________. 

a. that he is needing to improve his overall health. 

b. he needed to improve his overall health. 

c. that I have needed to improve my overall health. 

d. I needed to improve my overall health. 

5- He added that __________ to get out in the morning and run.   

a. I can't wait      b. I couldn't wait 

c. he can't wait     d. he couldn't wait 

6- The reporter asked him ___________. 

a. what is your favorite marathon              b. what his favorite marathon was 

c. what is his marathon                d. what his favorite marathon is 

7-The reporter inquired _____________ more marathons.  

a. whether he was going to run   b. that are you going to run 

c. whether are you going to run   d. you going to run 

8-The athlete answered ___________________.   

a. that he was looking forward to running one in Seattle in the coming month. 

b. that he is looking forward to running one in Seattle next month. 

c. that he looks forward to running one in Seattle next month. 

d. if he was looking forward to running one in Seattle next month. 
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9-The reporter asked ________________ about getting back in shape.  

a. could he give him some advice       b. whether you could give me some advice 

c. that he could give him some advice       d. whether he could give him some advice 

10-The reporter thanked him and _________ his coach as well.  

a. told him thank  b. told him that he thank     c. told to him to thank    d. told him to thank 

11- The athlete responded ___________________. 

a. that I am honored to be here on your show.  

b. that he is honored to be here on your show. 

c. that he was honored to be here on his show. 

d. that he was honored to be there on his show. 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1- Mary "I love chocolate."     

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ chocolate." 

a. loved   b. loves  c. loving  d-loving 

2- Mary: "I went skiing."    

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ skiing." 

a. went   b. had gone  c. have gone d-has gone 

3- Mary: "I will eat steak for dinner."   

Jill: "Mary said (that) she __ eat steak for dinner." 

a. willing   b. will   c. would  d-can 

4- Mary: "I have been to Sydney."   

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ to Sydney." 

a. had been  b. has been  c. was being d-were  

5- Mary: "I have had three cars."   

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ three cars. 

a. has   b. has had  c. had had  d-was 

6- Mary: "I'm going to go to Long Beach."  

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ going to go to Long Beach." 

a. is   b. was  c. went  d- had 

7- Mary: "I don't like spinach."   

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ like spinach." 

a. doesn't  b. don't  c. didn't  d- hadn’t 
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8- Mary: "I have never been to London."  

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ never been to London." 

a. had   b. has   c. have  d-were 

9- Mary: "I was swimming."     

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ swimming. 

a. has been  b. had been  c. have been       d-was 

10- Mary: "I had a cat."     

Jill: Mary said (that) she ___ a cat." 

a. have   b. has   c. had                d-had had 

11- Mary: "I can't swim."    

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ swim." 

a. can't   b. couldn't  c. can not            d-could 

12- Mary: "I won't buy a new car."   

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ by a new car." 

a. won't   b. will   c. wouldn't           d-would 

13- Mary: "I have to do my laundry." 

Jill: "Mary said (that) she ___ to do her laundry." 

a. had   b. has   c. have               d-am 

 
 

 

3. Do as shown: 

1. He said, "I like this song."    {Reported Speech} 

He said………………… 

2. "Where is your sister?" she asked me.  {Reported Speech} 

She asked me…………………………… 

3. "I don't speak Italian," she said.  {Reported Speech} 

She said…………………….. 
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Unit 6 
What they said  

 
 

 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

Word Meaning 

Global warming an increase in the earth's atmospheric and oceanic temperatures widely predicted to occur due to 

an increase in the greenhouse effect resulting especially from pollution. 

Wonder a cause of astonishment or admiration  

Target a goal to be achieved 

Massive Large. 

Well-organised Neat 

Campaign a connected series of operations designed to bring about a particular result. 

Disinformation false information deliberately and often covertly spread (as by the planting of rumors) in order to 

influence public opinion or obscure the truth 

Lavish expended or produced in abundance. 

Fund a sum of money or other resources whose principal or interest is set apart for a specific 

objective. 

Polluters a person who contaminates the environment 

Fishing the sport or business of catching fish 

Research to search or investigate. 

Purpose Intentionally. 

  

Exercise 1 
 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
       

massive / funds / global warming / lavish / campaign / research 
 

 

1. All her ………………. were in a checking account. 

2. She conducts ………………. into the causes of Alzheimer's disease.  

3. She invited us to a ………….. feast. 

4. The fort has …………………… walls.  

5. The group launched a ………..…. to protect the area from commercial development. 

 

4.  Language in Context    p. 86 
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Unit 6 
What they said 

 
 
 
 
 

 New Vocabulary           
 

Word Meaning 
Presidential  Of, relating to, or befitting a president or a president's authority. 

Candidate  One that aspires to or is nominated or qualified for an office, membership, or award. 

Speech   Something that is spoken  

Mistakes  To be wrong 

Wrong  Not right 

Raise  Grow  

Unemployment  Involuntary idleness of workers 

Staff   A group  

Meeting  an act or process of coming together 

Wake up Get up 

 

Exercise 2 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1. The ………… campaign gave a speech about job opportunities.  

a) emergency   b) innocent      c) pretended    d) presidential 

2. He was the best ………….. to be the new president.  

a) actor              b) candidate            c) canon    d) dam  

3. Mary is a new teacher in our English……………. .  

 a) engine   b) stuff             c) staff  d) stand  

4. The club's monthly …………. will be held next Monday evening. 

a) meat           b) meeting            c) game    d) mayor 

5. His answers were…….so he failed in the exam.  

a) right     b) correct             c) wrong    d) intelligent   

5.  Listening ...    p. 86 
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6. The ………… of the manager was effective.  

a) property    b) diamond             c) action  d) speech  

7. My ………………… lasted about six months.  

a) unemployment  b) broken             c) camp  d) imagination 

8. He made many ……………… so his mother was sad of him.  

a) facts             b) mistakes   c) goods  d) accounts  

Exercise 3 
 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
                   

wake up- meeting / staff / mistake / candidate / 

                                  presidential / speech / raise/ unemployment 
 

1. Rouvier's government did not long survive the …………election of 1906.  

2.  She has to make a ……….. at the convention. 

3. The ……………with the manager will be held at 10 o’clock.  

4. It looks like a fine place to …………. children. 

5. I guess the ………. went pretty well. 

6. Monday was cleaning day, but since smiling Mary had joined the ……, the Dans' 

chores were reduced.  

7. ………………..is a major problem in many countries. 

8. My parents always………………..early. 

 

Exercise 4 

A) Match each word with its definition: 

 A   B 

1- presidential  a- A group. 

2- Staff  b- To be wrong. 

3- Speech  c- Get up. 

4- mistake   d- Of, relating to, or befitting a president or a president's 

authority. 

5- meeting  e- Something that is spoken. 

   f- An act or process of coming together. 

1- (    )      2- (    )    3- (     )    4- (     )      5- (    )  
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Unit 6 
What They Said  

 
 
 
 

 

 

Stressed and unstressed “that” 
 

 

STRESSED and Unstressed syllables. STRESSED syllables are pronounced 

slightly louder, for a slightly longer duration, and at a slightly higher pitch 

than Unstressed syllables. 

Note: The word that is unstressed when it connects parts of the sentence, but is 

stressed when it is functioning as a pronoun. 

 

Exercise 1 

Read the following sentences aloud stressing the right one: 

 My father said that he will come late. 

 Mum said that she will have lunch with my aunt today. 

 She did not do that. 

 Why did you tell them that? 

 We said that we would travel soon. 

 I didn’t see that. 

 My sister said that she had been to France the year before. 

 They didn’t mean that. 

 Our teacher said that we would pass the exam. 

  My brother hasn’t done that. 

 

6.  Pronunciation    p. 86 
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Unit 6 
What They Said  

 
 

 

Asking about yourself 

 

Word Meaning 
Interesting A person who belongs to a group of people. 

Quotes A situation, that needs attention and needs to be solved. 

Specific To accept that something unpleasant is true and start to deal with it. 

Culture The arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement regarded collectively. 

Memorable Something that isn’t easily forgotten, or is special or interesting enough to be easy to recall. 

Gossip Casual or unconstrained conversation or reports about other people. 

Telemarketing The marketing of goods or services by means of telephone calls  to potential customers. 

 

 

Exercise 1 
 

Make questions to complete the dialogue: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.  About You      p. 86 
 

Have you ever made a mistake and said something you shouldn’t have said? What 
did you say?? 

1- ………………………………………… 

3- ……………………………………….…………………………? 

 The most interesting quotes that I heard was If your dreams don’t scare you, 

they are too small. 

2- ………………………………….…………………? 

Yes, sometimes my friends gossip about other people.  
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What They Said 

  
 
 

Vocabulary: 
 

Word Meaning 

Telemarketing The marketing of goods or services by telephone. 

offer  A price named by one proposing to buy. 

Nuisance  Harm, injury, or an annoying person. 

Services  Contribution to the welfare of others. 

Persuade  To plead with, urge. 

Account  A record of debit and credit entries to cover transactions.  

Insisted  Persisted.  

Patience  Tolerance. 

Hang up   To replace (a telephone receiver) on the cradle so that the connection is broken. 

Travel agency  An agency engaged in selling and arranging transportation, accommodations, tours, and trips. 

Contest  A struggle for superiority or victory. 

Member  One of the individuals composing a group. 

Hoax   To trick.  
 

Exercise 1 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1- The victims were ………. money as compensation for their injuries. 

a) offered            b) lost           c) taken  d) moved   

2- He ………….that his story was true. 

a) exited          b) interested         c) insisted  d) stayed    

3- The club has 300 …………… 

a) members        b) nurses  c) gates    d) contacts   

4-  He won the …….. for best photograph. 

a) tub           b) carton   c) gate    d) contest  

5- Our new neighbour is threatening to become a ………… 

a) pet            b) nuisance           c) doctor  d) kit   
6- The left ear cup has buttons to enable active noise cancelling, to answer or………..…calls. 

a) hang up   b) pull over           c) sleep  d) come over   

7-  She couldn't be ………….. to go out with her cousins. 

a) acted             b) washed           c) picked  d) persuaded  

8.  Conversation   p. 87 
 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/telephone
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8- I don’t know the difference between the debit and credit sides of an …….. 

a) association  b) bank          c) facts    d) accounts 

 
 

Exercise 2 
 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
 

 

    services / nuisance   / hoax / persuade / offer / insisted /  contest 

 

1. Many people believe the Loch Ness Monster is a …………….  

2. The football ………… between the rival teams was a great thing.  

3. My sister is stubborn. I can’t ………her with my opinions.  

4. My allergies are a ………….. in the springtime. 

5. I bought that coat with a special ………………. 

 

 3. Match each word with its definition: 
 

 A   B 

1- Services  a- Strike down 

2- Persuade   b- the quality or state of being dissimilar  

3- Offer   c- To annoy 

4- Content   d- One that aspires to or is nominated for an office, membership, or award. 

5- Nuisance    e- A report of recent events 

   f- Electricity 
 

1- (    )      2- (    )    3- (     )    4- (     )      5- (    )  

4. Match each word with its definition: 
 

 A   B 

1- Telemarketing  a- Tolerance. 

2- Account  b- One of the individuals composing a group. 

3- Patience  c- The marketing of goods or services by telephone 

4- Member  d- To trick. 

5- Hoax  e- To plead with, urge. 

   f- A record of debit and credit entries to cover transactions. 
 

1- (    )      2- (    )    3- (     )    4- (     )      5- (    )  

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/telephone
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   Afraid    Scientist    College     Graduate  Archaeologist  
 

Vocabulary: 
Word Meaning 

composed Calm, collected  

Formal   Legal, official 

Vision   Sight or imagination 

Lecturer   A person who has an occupation at a university or college. 

Deaf A person who cant hear   

Graduate  A person who successfully completed a course of study or training. 

College An educational institution   

Govern   To rule   

Passion  Strong emotion  

Content  In a state of peaceful happiness 

Politician  a person experienced in the art or science of government 

Scientist  A person who has expert knowledge of one or more of the natural or physical sciences.  

Inventor  Creator   

Archaeologist  A person who studies human history and prehistory  

Philosopher  Thinker, theorist  

Humour  Amusing or comic  

Subtle  Fine, delicate  

Pity  The feeling of sorrow and compassion caused by sufferings of others  

Quote  A quotation from a text or speech  

Fool  A person who acts unwisely   

Afraid  Frightened  

Necessary  Important  

Complain  To say that something is wrong and not satisfactory  

Attribute Regard something as being caused by 
 

Exercise 1 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- He …………... the firm’s success to the efforts of the manager.  

a) trimmed             b) attributed          c) studied   d) helped 

9.  Reading  pp. 88 & 89 
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2- He was uncapable of ………….. the country.  

a) greeting             b) gardening c) governing   d) giving 

3- You made a …………... out of me in front of everyone!  

a) fool             b) pool  c) cool     d) tool  

4- I always thought he felt more …………...than love for the old lady.  

a) sadness             b) beauty           c) cool    d) pity  

5- He had told us that he felt nervous but he seemed perfectly …….  

a) alive            b) composed c) worried    d) fat 

6- It is ……………….. to protect life, liberty, and property.  

a) necessary   b) enough           c) silly   d) foolish 

7- He graduated from one of the country's best …………….  

a) prisons   b) orphanages c) homes           d) colleges  

8- He is now remembered and honoured as the …………. of the steamboat. 

a) inventor    b) visitor  c) pilot    d) crew 

9- It was her ………………. way of telling me to mind my own business.   

a) wide              b) low         c) subtle    d) curly  

10- Benjamin Franklin was an American …………..and inventor. 

a) singer           b) politician  c) burglar    d) kidnapper 

11- She …………… with a degree in history.  

a) slipped           b) went           c) graduated d) spelled  

12- They sang with great ……………. 

a) tear           b) passion           c) giving  d) silliness 

13- I'm …………. I've been putting on weight.  

a) afraid            b) late           c) thin    d) near  

14- She's completely ………….. in her right ear. 

a) dead                 b) wide          c) blind     d) deaf 

15- She always had an open door to visiting artists and ………….. 

a) aliens           b) lecturer  c) animals  d) cats 

 

Exercise 2 
 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
 

 

        politician / afraid/ lecturer / scientist / subtle / archaeologist / deaf / graduating  

 

1-  He didn't seem to understand my ……………. hints.  

2- There are technically no requirements to being a …………. other than being an 

influential figure.  

3- He joined the navy after …………….. from high school.  

4- My sister is ................ of dogs.  

5- He's going a little …………. so you'll have to speak up. 

6- She remained at Harvard as a researcher assistant and biology ………… 

7- Two yards down, ………………… came upon fine Byzantine mosaic floors. 
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What They Said  

 
 

Vocabulary: 
 

Word Meaning 

Interrupt  To stop or hinder by breaking in. 

Deteriorating  To make inferior in quality or value. 

Annoyed  Feeling or showing angry irritation. 

Apologized   To express regret for something done or said.   

Urgent  Calling for immediate attention. 

Instantly   Without the least delay. 

Stressed  Under much stress. 

Probably  Without much doubt. 

Emergency  An urgent need for assistance or relief. 

Excuse  To make apology for. 

Worried  Mentally troubled or concerned. 

Reschedule   Plan again according to a different timetable. 

Explain   To make plain or understandable. 

Hang up To replace (a telephone receiver) on the cradle so that the connection is broken. 

Realize  To bring into concrete existence. 

Client  A person using the services of a lawyer or a professional person or company. 

 

Exercise 1 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1- The accountant is meeting with another ……. right now. 

a) ator             b) pirate            c) client  d) patient 

2-  Exposure to sunlight may ………… the paint. 

a) give             b) gave  c) deteriorate  d) deter 

3- It will …………... rain.  

a) probably            b) disasters  c) plasters     d) series  

1- My sister finally …………...her goal.  

a) slept            b) realized             c) saved  d) sent  

2- The reporter …………the candidate with frequent questions.  

a) elected           b) intended      c) interrupted d) decided 

 

10.  Writing  pp. 90 & 91 
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3- I always write footnotes that ……….. the terms  

a) explain   b) invite           c) deal   d) exit 

4- The candidate was clearly ………. by their repeated questions. 

a) reveal   b) repeat           c) reach           d) annoyed  

8- She …………. to us for losing her temper. 

a) expected   b) apologized c) respected d) practised 

9- The mayor declared a state of ……… after the flood 

a) anger              b) sadness        c) emergency d) happiness  

10-She called to ……….. her appointment. 

a) pull           b) reschedule c) react    d) reflect  

11- There are scenarios might have an ……. need to communicate changes to voters. 

a) sensitive           b) steep           c) urgent  d) slow  

12- His voice is…….. recognizable. 

a) slowly          b) instantly           c) fast   d) happily 

13- His mother was so ………so she sent for the doctor. 

a) worried            b) calm           c) relax     d) sleepy 

14- The teacher …….. the class because he was sick.  

a) released                b) stayed          c) reacted     d) excused 

15- He was feeling pretty ………. about the deadline. 

a) interested  b) stressed  c) frightened d) excited 

 

 

Exercise 3 

 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
 

        Client / stressed / realize / interrupt/ urgent / worried / explain / apologised  

 

1- You mustn’t …………… your teachers.  

2- I am …………… because I have much work.  

3- You should …………… what you have done.  

4- He is an important ……………..  

5- Our teacher will ………… a new lesson today. 

6- He was so ………….. to fail his exams.  

7- You must …………… to your parents for you bad behavior.  
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Writing an Email 
 

Every email you write has the same basic structure: Subject line, greeting, 

email body, and closing. But as with every written form of professional 

communication, there’s a right way to do it and standards that should be 

followed. Here’s how to write a proper email: 

 

1- Subject line: 

The subject line could be the most important part of the email, though it’s 

often overlooked in favor of the email body. But if you’re cold-emailing 

someone, or just establishing a professional relationship, your subject line 

can entice people to open the message as well as set expectations about 

what’s enclosed.  

 

2- Openers: 

 

In most email writing situations, you’ll want to include a quick greeting to 

acknowledge the reader before diving into your main message or request. 

 

3 Body: 

 

The body of an email is the meat of your message, and it must have a clear 

and specific purpose, such as getting feedback on a presentation or 

arranging a meeting with a new client. It should also be concise.  

 

4 Closings: 

 

Just as you want to start things off on the right foot with your greeting, you 

also want to part well. 

 

 

https://www.grammarly.com/blog/email-subject-lines/
https://www.grammarly.com/blog/how-to-start-an-email/
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Exercise 4 

 
Write an email about (150 words) about “A day you won’t forget in 

your life””. 

 

 

Dear Amr, 

How are you? I hope you are fine. I am writing this email to tell you 

about one of the best days in my life.  Sometime in February, my teacher told us 

all about a speech contest. The topic was “people who have overcome 

obstacles in their lives.” I thought my great-grandma, who has had recurring 

cancer 13 times and is still living, would be perfect. She has overcome a lot of 

obstacles in her life. A couple weeks later, the class gave their presentations. My 

teacher had to pick three students. I was one of them! Before I knew it, I was in 

our school gym with people all around, including the judges, listening to every 

word I said. I was the third to present. I was soon done. After we finished, the 

judges made their final decisions. They announced the winners. The third-place 

winner was Malek, the second-place winner was Samy, and the first-place 

winner was me! I had just won first place! That was my once-in-a-lifetime 

opportunity. That was a moment I will always remember. 

Yours, 

Ahmed 
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Vocabulary: 
 

Word Meaning 

Global warming An increase in the earth's atmospheric and oceanic temperatures widely. 

Erosion  Undermining, waste.  

Pollution  Contaminating the environment. 

Deforestation    To cut all the trees in forests  

Flood  A rising and overflowing of a body of water onto normally dry land. 

Earthquake  A shaking or trembling of the earth that is volcanic or tectonic in origin. 

Tornado A violent destructive whirling wind accompanied by a funnel-shaped cloud that progresses in a 

narrow path over the land. 

Tsunami A great sea wave produced by submarine movement or volcanic 

eruption 

Eruption  Burst, explosion.  

Damage  Loss or harm resulting from injury to person, property, or reputation. 

Threaten  To give signs or warning of . 

Rescue    To free from confinement, danger, or evil. 

Assure   To make sure or certain. 

Ramp  To stand with forelegs or arms raise. 

Patient  Sick person. 

Adjacent  Near to 

Avenue  Street  

 

Grammar: Negative questions 

 
We can use negative questions to check information or express surprise. 
 

Example: 
 

 Aren’t we going to travel? 

 Haven’t you done your homework? 

 Didn’t you tell your parents what happened? 

 Don’t you give him your phone number? 

 

11.  Form, meaning and function  pp. 92 & 93 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/earth
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Exercise 1 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

1- Landscapers planted grass to stop the ……….. of the hillside. 

a) erosion    b) exit  c) excite  d) interest 

2- The ……… inundated the whole area.     

a) balloons   b) flood  c) candidates d) isolate 

3- The kid was glancing back to ………. himself no one was following. 

a) stature        b) assure  c) sure  d) cure 

4- The Navy said there was no possibility of a ……….., but some damage was reported. 

a) tsunami   b) happiness c) rain  d) snow 

5- The San Andreas Fault is ……….. for its earthquakes. 

a) organised  b) young  c) notorious   d) thin 

6- The ……… began at 3:31 p.m., with average wind speed of 80 miles per hour. 

a) volcano   b) earthquake c) volcano   d) tornado  

7- They were ………. from the burning building by fire-fighters. 

a) assured    b) trapped    c) rescued   d) done 

8- The city sustained heavy ……… during the war. 

a) deny   b) damage  c) cooker   d) destroy 

9- The clouds ………… rain. 

a) felt    b) threatened  c) failed   d) found 

10- The …………. of the volcano Krakatoa was the most violent in global history. 

a) join             b) revision         c) eruption   d) fall 
 

Exercise 2 
 

Write negative questions for the following situations  

 

1- I didn’t see Jerry today     

................................................................................................................ 

2- I will visit my grandma tomorrow.  

................................................................................................................ 

3- I haven’t seen him all week.  

................................................................................................................ 


